# Grades K-4 School Supply List ~ 2019-20

## Kindergarten
- 1 backpack (no wheels)
- 4 large Elmer's glue sticks
- 12 pencils (sharpened) Ticonderoga brand
- 1 box 24-count Crayola crayons
- 1 box Crayola markers (8-10 count, washable)
- Watercolors
- 8 black Expo dry-erase markers (low odor)
- 2 highlighters
- 1 pink eraser
- 1 plastic pencil box (5 x 8)
- 1 children's scissors
- 2 plastic folders with pockets and prongs
- 1 spiral notebook (wide-ruled)
- 1 composition notebook
- 2 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 set of headphones or earbuds (3.5 mm connector)

*For art: 1 black Sharpie fine tip marker and 1 Elmer's glue stick*

## Grade 1
- 1 backpack (no wheels)
- 4 large Elmer's glue sticks
- 24-48 pencils (sharpened) Ticonderoga brand
- 2 boxes 24-count Crayola crayons
- 2 boxes Crayola classic markers (8-10 count)
- 1 highlighter
- 8 black Expo dry-erase markers (low odor)
- 1 pink eraser
- 1 plastic pencil box (5 x 8)
- 1 children's point-tipped scissors
- 4 plastic two-pocket folders with prongs (1 red, 1 blue, 1 yellow and 1 green)
- 1 spiral notebook (wide-ruled)
- 1 composition notebook (wide-ruled)
- 2 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 set of headphones or earbuds (3.5 mm connector)

*For art: 1 black Sharpie fine tip marker and 1 Elmer's glue stick*

## Grade 2
- 1 backpack (no wheels)
- 4 large Elmer's glue sticks
- 24-48 pencils (sharpened) Ticonderoga brand
- 2 boxes 24-count Crayola crayons
- 2 boxes Crayola classic markers (8-10 count)
- 8 black Expo dry-erase markers (low odor)
- 2 highlighters
- 2 pink erasers
- 1 pencil pouch or box
- 1 children's point-tipped scissors
- 4 plastic two-pocket folders with prongs (1 red, 1 blue, 1 yellow and 1 green)
- 1 spiral notebook (wide-ruled)
- 1 composition notebook
- 2 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 set of headphones or earbuds (3.5 mm connector)

*For art: 1 black Sharpie fine tip marker and 1 Elmer's glue stick*
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Grade 3

1 backpack (no wheels)  
2 large Elmer’s glue sticks  
1 bottle Elmer’s Glue  
24-48 pencils (sharpened) Ticonderoga brand  
1 box colored pencils (12 count)  
1 box 24-count Crayola crayons  
1 box Crayola classic markers (8-10 count)  
8 black Expo dry-erase markers (low odor)  
2 highlighters  
1 pink eraser  
2 colored pens  
1 pencil pouch or box  
1 children’s point-tipped scissors  
1 12-inch ruler (cm and inches)  
4 notebooks (any kind)  
4 folders any color  
2 boxes of Kleenex  
1 set of headphones or earbuds (3.5 mm connector)  
For art: 1 black Sharpie fine tip marker and 1 Elmer’s glue stick

Grade 4

1 backpack (no wheels)  
2 large Elmer’s glue sticks  
24-48 pencils (sharpened) Ticonderoga brand  
1 box colored pencils (12 count)  
1 box 24-count Crayola crayons  
1 box Crayola classic markers (8-10 count)  
8 black Expo dry-erase markers (low odor)  
2 highlighters  
1 pink eraser  
1 black Sharpie fine tip marker  
1 pencil pouch or box  
1 children’s point-tipped scissors  
1 12-inch ruler (cm and inches)  
4 folders any color  
3 spiral notebooks (wide-ruled)  
3 composition notebooks  
1 small basic calculator  
2 boxes of Kleenex  
1 set of headphones or earbuds (3.5 mm connector)  
For art: 1 black Sharpie fine tip marker and 1 Elmer’s glue stick